A simulation to analyze feature selection methods utilizing gene ontology for gene expression classification.
Gene expression profile classification is a pivotal research domain assisting in the transformation from traditional to personalized medicine. A major challenge associated with gene expression data classification is the small number of samples relative to the large number of genes. To address this problem, researchers have devised various feature selection algorithms to reduce the number of genes. Recent studies have been experimenting with the use of semantic similarity between genes in Gene Ontology (GO) as a method to improve feature selection. While there are few studies that discuss how to use GO for feature selection, there is no simulation study that addresses when to use GO-based feature selection. To investigate this, we developed a novel simulation, which generates binary class datasets, where the differentially expressed genes between two classes have some underlying relationship in GO. This allows us to investigate the effects of various factors such as the relative connectedness of the underlying genes in GO, the mean magnitude of separation between differentially expressed genes denoted by δ, and the number of training samples. Our simulation results suggest that the connectedness in GO of the differentially expressed genes for a biological condition is the primary factor for determining the efficacy of GO-based feature selection. In particular, as the connectedness of differentially expressed genes increases, the classification accuracy improvement increases. To quantify this notion of connectedness, we defined a measure called Biological Condition Annotation Level BCAL(G), where G is a graph of differentially expressed genes. Our main conclusions with respect to GO-based feature selection are the following: (1) it increases classification accuracy when BCAL(G) ≥ 0.696; (2) it decreases classification accuracy when BCAL(G) ≤ 0.389; (3) it provides marginal accuracy improvement when 0.389<BCAL(G)<0.696 and δ<1; (4) as the number of genes in a biological condition increases beyond 50 and δ ≥ 0.7, the improvement from GO-based feature selection decreases; and (5) we recommend not using GO-based feature selection when a biological condition has less than ten genes. Our results are derived from datasets preprocessed using RMA (Robust Multi-array Average), cases where δ is between 0.3 and 2.5, and training sample sizes between 20 and 200, therefore our conclusions are limited to these specifications. Overall, this simulation is innovative and addresses the question of when SoFoCles-style feature selection should be used for classification instead of statistical-based ranking measures.